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Pierre: Or, The Ambiguities (Norton Critical Editions) 2017

when pierre was published one year after moby dick expectations were high readers expected and melville delivered
adventure humor and brilliance magnificent and strange pierre is a richly allusive novel mirroring both antebellum
america and melville s own life this norton critical edition includes the harper brothers 1852 first edition of the
novel accompanied by robert s levine and cindy weinstein s editorial matter six illustrations contextual and
source materials including letters responses to pierre by melville s contemporaries and works by daniel webster
thomas cole james fenimore cooper lydia maria child and nathaniel hawthorne among others that give readers a
sense of pierre s time and place seven critical essays on pierre s major themes by sacvan bercovitch james creech
samuel otter wyn kelley cindy weinstein jeffory a clymer and dominic mastroianni a chronology and a selected
bibliography

Heart of Darkness (Fifth International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-08-29

this is the best norton critical edition yet all my students have become intensely interested in reading conrad
largely because of this excellent work elise f knapp western connecticut state university this norton critical
edition includes a newly edited text based on the first english book edition 1902 the last version to which conrad
is known to have actively contributed textual history and editing principles provides an overview of the textual
controversies and ambiguities perpetually surrounding heart of darkness background and source materials on
colonialism and the congo nineteenth century attitudes toward race conrad in the congo and conrad on art and
literature fifteen illustrations seven contemporary responses to the novella along with eighteen essays in
criticism ten of them new to the fifth edition including an entirely new subsection on film adaptations of heart of
darkness a chronology and an updated selected bibliography

Jane Eyre (Fourth Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2016-06-27

the bront�s gifted biographer provides us with another superlative norton critical edition of charlotte bront� s
classic novel for the classroom and for the general reader there s no better way to experience the context in
which jane eyre was written illuminating modern commentary and the novel itself in an authoritative text fred
kaplan queens college and the graduate center city university of new york this norton critical edition includes the
third edition text 1848 the last corrected by charlotte bront� accompanied by revised and expanded explanatory
footnotes contexts highlighting jane eyre as a bildungsroman through diary entries and letters by the author
about her experiences as a student teacher and governess as well as her feelings about friendship love and writing
five major critical interpretations by virginia woolf sandra m gilbert and susan gubar susan meyer carla kaplan
and kelly a marsh a chronology and a selected bibliography

Jude the Obscure (Third Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2016-04-15

this third norton critical edition of hardy s final novel has been revised to reflect the breadth of responses it has
received over the last fifteen years the text of the novel is again based on hardy s final revision for the 1912
wessex edition the norton critical edition also includes expanded footnotes by ralph pite further drawing out
hardy s web of allusions and comprehensively indicating the material culture in which he embeds this narrative a
selection of hardy s poems four of them new to the third edition that emphasizes the biographical contexts from
which parts of jude the obscure arose eighteen critical responses including eleven modern essays eight of them new
to the third edition simon gatrell michael hollington elaine showalter victor luftig and mary jacobus are among
the new voices a chronology and revised and expanded selected bibliography

Frankenstein (Second International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-04-04

the best selling student edition on the market now available in a second edition almost two centuries after its
publication frankenstein remains an indisputably classic text and mary shelley s finest work this extensively revised
norton critical edition includes new texts and illustrative materials that convey the enduring global
conversation about frankenstein and its author the text is that of the 1818 first edition published in three
volumes by lackington hughes harding mavor and jones it is accompanied by an expansive new preface explanatory
annotations a map of geneva and its environs and seven illustrations five of them new to the second edition
context is provided in three supporting sections circumstance influence composition revision reception impact
adaptation and sources influences analogues among the second edition s new inclusions are historical cultural
studies by susan tyler hitchcock william st clair and elizabeth young chris baldrick on the novel s reception and
david pirie on the novel s many film adaptations related excerpts from the bible and from john milton s paradise lost
are now included as is charles lamb s poem the old familiar faces criticism collects sixteen major interpretations of
frankenstein nine of them new to the second edition the new contributors are peter brooks bette london garrett
stewart james a w heffernan patrick brantlinger jonathan bate anne mellor jane goodall and christa knellwolf a
chronology and selected bibliography are also included
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Heart of Darkness (Fourth International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-04-04

the fourth edition is again based on robert kimbrough s meticulously re edited text missing words have been restored
and the entire novel has been repunctuated in accordance with conrad s style the result is the first published
version of heart of darkness that allows readers to hear marlow s voice as conrad heard it when he wrote the
story backgrounds and contexts provides readers with a generous collection of maps and photographs that bring
the belgian congo to life textual materials topically arranged address nineteenth century views of imperialism and
racism and include autobiographical writings by conrad on his life in the congo new to the fourth edition is an
excerpt from adam hochschild s recent book king leopold s ghost as well as writings on race by hegel darwin and
galton criticism includes a wealth of new materials including nine contemporary reviews and assessments of conrad
and heart of darkness and twelve recent essays by chinua achebe peter brooks daphne erdinast vulcan edward said
and paul b armstrong among others also new to this edition is a section of writings on the connections between
heart of darkness and the film apocalypse now by louis k greiff margot norris and lynda j dryden a chronology and
selected bibliography are also included
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The Scarlet Letter and Other Writings (Second International Student
Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2017-02

this perennially popular norton critical edition has been revised to reflect the most current scholarly approaches
to the scarlet letter hawthorne s most widely read novel as well as to the five short prose works mrs
hutchinson endicott and the red cross young goodman brown the minister s black veil and the birth mark that
closely relate to the 1850 novel this second norton critical edition also includes revised and expanded
explanatory footnotes a new preface and a note on the text by leland s person key passages from hawthorne s
notebooks and letters that suggest the close relationship between his private and public writings seven new
critical essays by brook thomas michael ryan thomas r mitchell jay grossman jamie barlowe john ronan and john f
birk a chronology and revised and expanded selected bibliography

The Price of Salt - a Norton Critical Edition 2020-04-23

a document of persecuted love perfect the independent highsmith was the first writer to mix roadside americana
transgressive sex and the impinging threat of a morals charge and she went about it as masterfully as anyone
terry castle the new republicabout the seriesread by more than 12 million students over fifty five years norton
critical editions set the standard for apparatus that is right for undergraduate readers the three part format
annotated text contexts and criticism helps students to better understand analyze and appreciate the literature
while opening a wide range of teaching possibilities for instructors whether in print or in digital format norton
critical editions provide all the resources students need

Guy de Maupassant's Selected Works (Norton Critical Editions)
2016-08-27

the norton critical edition includes thirty of maupassant s best short stories centering on war the supernatural
and french life translated by sandra smith an introduction and explanatory footnotes by robert lethbridge essays
letters and newspaper articles on the subjects that influenced maupassant s writing including politics war love
despair and the supernatural sixteen critical assessments from maupassant s time to our own including those by
joseph conrad david coward marydonaldson evans rachel killick roger l williams ruth a hottell and katherine c
kurk a chronology and a selected bibliography

Pride and Prejudice (Fourth Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2016-06

the norton critical edition of pride and prejudice has been revised to reflect the most current scholarly approaches
to austen s most widely read novel the text is that of the 1813 first edition accompanied by revised and expanded
explanatory annotations this norton critical edition also includes biographical portraits of austen by members of
her family and new to the fourth edition those by jon spence becoming jane austen and paula byrne the real jane
austen a life in small things fourteen critical essays eleven of them new to the fourth edition reflecting the finest
current scholarship contributors include janet todd andrew elfenbein felicia bonaparte and tiffany potter among
others writers on austen a new section of brief comments by mark twain virginia woolf henry james and others a
chronology and revised and expanded selected bibliography
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The Metamorphosis (International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-04-04

franz kafka s 1915 novella of nightmarish transformation became a worldwide classic and remains a century later
one of the most widely read works of fiction in the world this new and acclaimed translation is accompanied by
possible inspirations and critical analysis of gregor samsa s strange story this norton critical edition includes
susan bernofsky s acclaimed new translation along with her translator s note introductory materials and
explanatory footnotes by mark m anderson three illustrations related texts by kafka leopold von sacher masoch
friedrich nietzsche and rainer maria rilke among others eight critical essays by g�nther anders walter h sokel nina
pelikan straus mark m anderson elizabeth boa carolin duttlinger k�ri driscoll and dan miron a chronology and a
selected bibliography

The Decameron (International Student Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)
2016-04-04

this volume presents fifty five stories newly translated of the hundred novelle that comprise boccaccio s
masterpiece winner of the 2014 pen usa literary award for translation this norton critical edition includes fifty
five judiciously chosen stories from wayne a rebhorn s translation of the decameron introductory materials and
explanatory footnotes by wayne a rebhorn along with three maps biographical works by filippo villani and
ludovico dolce along with literary studies by francesco petrarca andreas capellanus and boccaccio eleven
critical essays including those by giuseppe mazzotta millicent marcus teodolinda barolini susanne l wofford
luciano rossi and richard kuhns a chronology and a selected bibliography

Hard Times (Fourth Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2016-08-22

an excellent collection of critical and social commentary that will help to make dickens image of victorian
england meaningful to all students john howard wilson dakota wesleyan university this norton critical edition
includes sylvere monod s superbly edited text based on the 1854 edition and accompanied by fred kaplan s expanded
annotations fourteen illustrations from 1854 to circa 1890 contextual pieces by social critics and theorists
of dickens time that give readers outstanding examples of views on industrialism education and utilitarianism in the
nineteenth century eight new critical essays by paulette kidder david m levy christopher barnes theodore dalrymple
christina lupton efraim sicher nils clausson and kent greenfield and john e nilsson a chronology and a selected
bibliography

The Portrait of a Lady 2018

this norton critical edition includes the new york edition of the novel accompanied by michael gorra s introduction
and explanatory footnotes background and contextual materials centering on james as a writer the portrait of a
lady in revision and reviews of the novel by james s contemporaries seven important critical essays chosen for their
accessibility a chronology and suggestions for further reading about the series read by more than 12 million
students over fifty five years norton critical editions set the standard for apparatus that is right for
undergraduate readers the three part format annotated text contexts and criticism helps students to better
understand analyze and appreciate the literature while opening a wide range of teaching possibilities for
instructors whether in print or in digital format norton critical editions provide all the resources students need

The Sound and the Fury (Third Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)
2014-02-11

a man is the sum of his misfortunes william faulkner the sound and the fury william faulkner s provocative and
enigmatic 1929 novel the sound and the fury is widely acknowledged as one of the most important english language
novels of the twentieth century this revised and expanded norton critical edition builds on the strengths of its
predecessors while focusing new attention on both the novel s contemporary reception and its rich cultural and
historical contexts the text for the third edition is again that of the corrected text scrupulously prepared by
noel polk whose textual note precedes the novel david minter s annotations designed to assist readers with
obscure words and allusions have been retained contemporary reception new to the third edition considers the
broad range of reactions to faulkner s extraordinary novel on publication michael gorra s headnote sets the
stage for assessments by evelyn scott henry nash smith clifton p fadiman dudley fitts richard hughes and edward
crickmay new materials by faulkner the writer and his work include letters to malcolm cowley about the portable
faulkner and faulkner s nobel prize for literature address cultural and historical contexts begins with michael
gorra s insightful headnote which is followed by seven seminal considerations five of them new to the third edition
of southern history literature and memory together these works by c vann woodward richard h king richard gray
william alexander percy lillian smith william james and henri bergson provide readers with important contexts for
understanding the novel criticism represents eighty five years of scholarly engagement with the sound and the fury
new to the third edition are essays by eric sundquist noel polk doreen fowler richard godden stacy burton and
maria truchan tataryn a chronology of faulkner s life and work is newly included along with an updated selected
bibliography
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To the Lighthouse: A Norton Critical Edition (Norton Critical Editions)
2023-12-15

one of woolf s most beloved novels to the lighthouse finally gets a norton critical edition in margaret homans to
the lighthouse has an ideal editor for homans brings her deep knowledge of the victorian world woolf portrays her
long admiration for woolf and her feminism to bear on the novel the generous and welcoming introduction will help
new and returning readers to explore the rich contextual and critical material that accompanies the text the
abundant and diverse materials here from writings by woolf s parents and fairy tales to physics and art to early
reviews and recent criticism will all support a wide range of critical approaches and invite new readings what a
treat for readers anne fernald fordham university margaret homans vision of to the lighthouse is replete a
magnificent array of contexts complements the annotated text including familial and literary sources for the
novel a chronology of its composition and reception early reviews and scholarly interpretations addressing gender
empire and the role of the artist the introduction considers the novel s debt to philosophy its structure and style
its revelation of the social changes wrought by world war i and the effect of its scottish setting having studied
woolf with margaret homans as an undergraduate i am delighted that her thoughtful teaching is now widely
available in this wonderful classroom edition emily kopley mcgill university what excellent choices this splendid
edition of to the lighthouse will make all the difference thanks to its dynamic array of explanatory contexts
backgrounds and sources its ideal set of historical political theoretical and biographical frameworks the editor s
introduction is a marvelous crash course in the many points of interest that have made to the lighthouse so
essential and the edition as a whole with its authoritative text and diverse pathways for interpretation is really
perfect for everyone from general readers to students in courses at all levels to the most seasoned woolfians
this norton edition has it all it s the single best option for anyone who wants to know everything about to the
lighthouse jesse matz kenyon college this norton critical edition includes the american edition of the novel first
published by harcourt brace in 1927 introduced and annotated by margaret homans a 1924 28 chronology of to
the lighthouse s composition revision publication and reception a rich selection of background materials
thematically organized for ease of reference topics include autobiographical writings family and other
contemporary contexts and sources essays by virginia woolf and literary sources nine critical assessments of to
the lighthouse from publication to the present day by arthur sydney mcdowell louis kronenberger mary colum
francis brown erich auerbach adrienne rich rachel bowlby pamela l caughie and urmila seshagiri a chronology and a
selected bibliography

Jane Eyre (Fourth International Student Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)
2016-06-27

the bront�s gifted biographer provides us with another superlative norton critical edition of charlotte bront� s
classic novel for the classroom and for the general reader there s no better way to experience the context in
which jane eyre was written illuminating modern commentary and the novel itself in an authoritative text fred
kaplan queens college and the graduate center city university of new york this norton critical edition includes the
third edition text 1848 the last corrected by charlotte bront� accompanied by revised and expanded explanatory
footnotes contexts highlighting jane eyre as a bildungsroman through diary entries and letters by the author
about her experiences as a student teacher and governess as well as her feelings about friendship love and writing
five major critical interpretations by virginia woolf sandra m gilbert and susan gubar susan meyer carla kaplan
and kelly a marsh a chronology and a selected bibliography

The Turn of the Screw (Third Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2021

a man is the sum of his misfortunes william faulkner the sound and the fury william faulkner s provocative and
enigmatic 1929 novel the sound and the fury is widely acknowledged as one of the most important english language
novels of the twentieth century this revised and expanded norton critical edition builds on the strengths of its
predecessors while focusing new attention on both the novel s contemporary reception and its rich cultural and
historical contexts the text for the third edition is again that of the corrected text scrupulously prepared by
noel polk whose textual note precedes the novel david minter s annotations designed to assist readers with
obscure words and allusions have been retained contemporary reception new to the third edition considers the
broad range of reactions to faulkner s extraordinary novel on publication michael gorra s headnote sets the
stage for assessments by evelyn scott henry nash smith clifton p fadiman dudley fitts richard hughes and edward
crickmay new materials by faulkner the writer and his work include letters to malcolm cowley about the portable
faulkner and faulkner s nobel prize for literature address cultural and historical contexts begins with michael
gorra s insightful headnote which is followed by seven seminal considerations five of them new to the third edition
of southern history literature and memory together these works by c vann woodward richard h king richard gray
william alexander percy lillian smith william james and henri bergson provide readers with important contexts for
understanding the novel criticism represents eighty five years of scholarly engagement with the sound and the fury
new to the third edition are essays by eric sundquist noel polk doreen fowler richard godden stacy burton and
maria truchan tataryn a chronology of faulkner s life and work is newly included along with an updated selected
bibliography

The Sound and the Fury (Third International Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-06

in the final volume in her prairie trilogy willa cather fully transforms memory into art to create her most
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autobiographical novel set in the nebraska landscape in a community evocative of cather s own red cloud my
�ntonia tells the story of �ntonia shimerda a bohemian immigrant and jim burden who like cather was uprooted from
virginia to the nebraska prairie �ntonia and jim like many of the other characters in this 1918 novel are based on
cather s childhood friends this norton critical edition is based on the first published edition of the novel it is
accompanied by explanatory footnotes key illustrations an introduction that gives readers a historical overview
of both author and novel and a note on the text contexts and backgrounds is a rich collection of materials
organized around the novel s central themes autobiographical and biographical writings letters and
americanization and immigration willa cather edith lewis latrobe carroll rose c feld guy reynolds woodrow
wilson peter roberts horace m kallen sarka b hrbkova and rose rosicky among others are included criticism spans a
century of scholarship on willa cather and my �ntonia from contemporary reviews by henry walcott boynton h l
mencken and elia w peattie among others to recent critical assessments by terence martin blanche gelfant jean
schwind richard h millington susan rosowski mike fischer janis stout marilee lindemann and linda joyce brown a
chronology of cather s life and work and a selected bibliography are also included

My �ntonia (Norton Critical Editions) 2015-08-26

smith successfully captures maupassant s depiction of nineteenth century french culture using terminology that
allows these wonderful texts to reach a fresh generation of readers a solid translation of some wonderful short
stories library journal the norton critical edition includes thirty of maupassant s best short stories centering on
war the supernatural and french life translated by sandra smith an introduction and explanatory footnotes by
robert lethbridge essays letters and newspaper articles on the subjects that influenced maupassant s writing
including politics war love despair and the supernatural sixteen critical assessments from maupassant s time to
our own including those by joseph conrad david coward mary donaldson evans rachel killick roger l williams ruth
a hottell and katherine c kurk a chronology and a selected bibliography

Guy de Maupassant's Selected Works (First International Student Edition)
(Norton Critical Editions) 2016-08-27

contexts is a rich collection of materials intended to bring dubliners to life for twenty first century readers the
irish capital of a century ago is captured through photographs maps songs newspaper items and advertising early
versions of two of the stories and joyce s satirical poem about his publication woes provide additional
background criticism includes eight interpretive essays that illuminate some of the stories most frequently taught
and discussed araby eveline after the race the boarding house counterparts a painful case and the dead the
contributors are david g wright heyward ehrlich margot norris james fairhall fritz senn morris beja roberta jackson
and vincent j cheng a selected bibliography is also included book jacket

Dubliners 2006

i have used the norton critical editions since graduate school as a teacher of high school literature i find them to
be excellent resources for the study of various novels plays etc brooke gifford vincent middle high school this
norton critical edition includes the annotated text of kate chopin s modernist novel of marital infidelity set in new
orleans and grande isle louisiana a preface a critical essay and explanatory annotations by margo culley essays
by acclaimed chopin biographers per seyersted and emily toth an etiquette advice book sampler with selections from
the conduct books of the period and contemporary perspectives on womanhood motherhood and marriage forty five
reviews and interpretive essays on the awakening spanning three centuries a chronology of chopin s life and work
and an updated selected bibliography about the series read by more than 12 million students over fifty five years
norton critical editions set the standard for apparatus that is right for undergraduate readers the three part
format annotated text contexts and criticism helps students to better understand analyze and appreciate the
literature while opening a wide range of teaching possibilities for instructors whether in print or in digital format
norton critical editions provide all the resources students need

The Awakening (Third Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2017-07-28

newly discovered letters by lewis carroll an expanded selection of diary excerpts and a wealth of new
biographical materials are some of the features of this revised norton critical edition this perennially popular
norton critical edition again reprints the 1897 editions of alice s adventures in wonderland and through the
looking glass along with the 1876 edition of the hunting of the snark each text is fully annotated and the
original illustrations are included an unusually rich backgrounds section is arranged to correspond with three
clearly defined periods in lewis carroll s life letters and diary entries interwoven within each period emphasize the
biographical dimension of carroll s writing readers gain an understanding of the author s family and education the
evolution of the alice books and carroll s later years through his own words and through important scholarly
work on his faith life and his relationships with women and with alice hargreaves and her family reflecting the
wealth of new scholarship on alice in wonderland and lewis carroll published since the last edition donald gray
has chosen eleven new critical works while retaining five seminal works from the previous edition two early pieces
an essay by charles dickens and poem by christina rossetti take a satirical look at children s literature the nine
new recent essays are by james r kincaid marah gubar robert m polemus jean jacques lecercle gilles deleuze roger
taylor carol mavor jean gatt�gno and helena m pycior the selected bibliography has been updated and expanded
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Alice in Wonderland (Third International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-04-04

the great english renaissance tragedy violent powerful unforgettable in a freshly edited and annotated student
edition neill s edit of the play is very well done if there s a more knowledgeable or erudite unraveling of the play i
haven t seen it steve sohmer comitatus this norton critical edition of john webster s 1612 13 tragedy offers a
newly edited and annotated text together with a full introduction and illustrative materials intended for student
readers the duchess of malfi s themes of love loyalty and betrayal have resonated through the centuries making
this a perennially popular play with audiences and readers alike this volume includes a generous selection of
supporting materials among them webster s likely sources for the play william painter george whetstone simon
goulart and thomas beard as well as related works by webster and george wither on widows funerals and
memorializing death a generous selection from mark h curtis s classic essay the alienated intellectuals of early
stuart england tells readers as much about the character of bosola as it does about his creator henry
fitzgeffrey 1617 and horatio busino 1618 provide early responses to the play criticism is thematically organized
to provide readers with a clear sense of the duchess of malfi s central themes of dramaturgy the politics of family
court and religion and gender also included are essays on contemporary re imaginings of the play and its critical
reception over time contributors include don d moore inga stina ewbank christina luckyj barbara correll d c gunby
lee bliss rowland wymer brian chalk theodora jankowski and pascale aebischer a selected bibliography is also
included

The Duchess of Malfi (Norton Critical Editions) 2015-08-03

the text of the novel is based on the first edition of 1847 for the fourth edition the editor collated the 1847
text with the two modern texts norton s william j sale collation and the clarendon and found a great number of
variants including accidentals this discovery led to changes in the body of the norton critical edition text that
are explained in the preface new to backgrounds and contexts are additional letters a compositional chronology
related prose and reviews of the 1847 text criticism collects five important assessments of wuthering heights
three of them new to the fourth edition including lin haire sargeant s essay on film adaptations of the novel

Wuthering Heights (Fourth International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-04-04

an excellent collection of critical and social commentary that will help to make dickens image of victorian
england meaningful to all students john howard wilson dakota wesleyan university this norton critical edition
includes sylvere monod s superbly edited text based on the 1854 edition and accompanied by fred kaplan s expanded
annotations fourteen illustrations from 1854 to circa 1890 contextual pieces by social critics and theorists
of dickens time that give readers outstanding examples of views on industrialism education and utilitarianism in the
nineteenth century eight new critical essays by paulette kidder david m levy christopher barnes theodore dalrymple
christina lupton efraim sicher nils clausson and kent greenfield and john e nilsson a chronology and a selected
bibliography

Hard Times (Fourth International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-08-22

a tragedy that evokes both pity and terror now in a thoroughly revised and updated norton critical edition the
norton critical edition is again based on the first folio 1623 the only authoritative text of the play the volume
includes a revised introduction and new annotations and textual notes the second edition also includes the
innovative feature the actors gallery which presents famous actors and actresses among them david garrick
sarah siddons ian mckellen hira mikijir� patrick stewart and kate fleetwood reflecting on their roles in major
productions of macbeth for stage and screen sources and contexts provides readers with an understanding of
macbeth s origins in earlier texts specifically the works of the roman playwright seneca the tudor historian
raphael holinshed and the medieval drama the slaughter of the innocents and the death of herod contexts for the
play include contemporary debates on predestination versus free will martin luther versus erasmus witchcraft as
fiction or fact reginald scott versus king james i the ethics of regicide an elizabethan homily versus jan de mariana s
j and the ethics of equivocation henry garnet s j versus new to the second edition sir edward coke eight carefully
chosen essays represent four hundred years of critical and theatrical interpretation contributors include simon
forman samuel johnson samuel taylor coleridge thomas de quincey harry levin stephen orgel peter holland and
presenting the latest arguments on the authorship controversy gary taylor finally an engaging new selection of
macbeth s afterlives includes excerpts from giuseppi verdi s macbeth and related letters eugene ionesco s macbett
1972 bill cain s equivocation 2009 and more this edition also provides a list of online and print resources

Macbeth (Second International Student Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)
2016-04-04

anonymously published in 1554 lazarillo de tormes remains a centerpiece of renaissance literature and arguably
the most popular example of the picaresque novel this norton critical edition is based on ilan stavans new
translation which accurately captures the verve of the original the norton critical edition also includes an
introduction and explanatory annotations by ilan stavans contextual materials highlighting the novella s
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strong anticlerical views and its affinities with don quixote in depictions of social hierarchy in renaissance spain
as well as excerpts from juan de luna s lazarillo sequel eight critical studies by david gitlitz jane w albrecht
louis c p�rez edward h friedman howard mancing t anthony perry gabriel h lovett and e herman hespelt a selected
bibliography

Lazarillo de Tormes (International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-04-04

in its centennial year marcel proust s masterpiece of literary imagination is available in a norton critical edition
marcel proust s seven volume masterpiece in search of lost time a la recherche du temps perdu has inspired many
superlatives among them the greatest novel ever written and the greatest novel of the first half of the twentieth
century swann s way the first volume of the recherche and the most widely read and taught of all the volumes is
the ideal introduction to proust s inventive genius this norton critical edition is based on c k scott moncrieff s
translation which introduced the english speaking world to proust and was published during the author s lifetime
it is accompanied by susanna lee s introduction note on the text and explanatory annotations marcel proust was
forty two years old when swann s way was published but its foundational ideas and general shape had been
evolving for decades contexts includes a 1912 reader s report of the manuscript that exemplifies publishers
complicated reactions to proust s new form of writing also included are three important post publication reviews
of the novel by elie joseph bois lucien daudet and paul souday as well as andr� arnyvelde s 1913 interview with
proust the fourteen critical essays and interpretations of swann s way in this volume speak to the novel s many
facets from the musical to the artistic to its representations of judaism and homosexuality contributors include
g�rard genette whose metonymy in proust appears here in english translation for the first time along with gilles
deleuze roger shattuck claudia brodsky julia kristeva margaret e gray and alain de botton among others the
edition also includes a chronology of proust s life and work a selected chronology of french literature from
1870 to 1929 and a selected bibliography

Swann's Way (International Student Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)
2016-04-04

in this new edition editors phillip mallett and jane thomas center hardy s reassembled and repaired 1892 one volume
edition situating his revisions in a compelling textual history the augmented collection of contemporary responses
conveys intensities of sympathy and blame elicited by hardy s evocation of a pure woman offering readers of the me
too generation a chance to engage empathetically and critically with tess of the d urbervilles suzanne keen author
of thomas hardy s brains psychology neurology and hardy s imagination phillip mallett and jane thomas provide the
first modern scholarly edition of the 1892 one volume version of tess of the d urbervilles with new contextual
sources and carefully selected critical responses to the novel their commentary on the publishing history of the
novel is both scholarly and accessible offering astute insights into one of hardy s finest works trish ferguson
liverpool hope university with its authoritatively established text generous complement of background and
contextual materials and well chosen selection of both original reviews and modern criticism this new norton tess
immediately stakes a convincing claim to being the edition of choice for both students and the general reader keith
wilson university of ottawa

Tess of the D'Urbervilles 2024-03

leys has made confucius speak english more persuasively than any translator to date his achievement is one of
simplicity leys sees his task as making the confucius of the analects fully persuasive again he does this brilliantly
stephen owen the new republic the norton critical edition aims to situate the historical figure of kongzi the
legendary figure of confucius and the analects or lunyu the single most influential book ascribed to the master s
circle of disciples within their evolving ethical cultural and political contexts simon leys s acclaimed
translation and notes are accompanied by michael nylan s insightful introduction eleven essays by leading experts
in the field of chinese studies discuss a broad range of issues relating to the analects from the origins of the
classicists ru and the formation of the analects text to the use and abuse of the master s iconic image in twentieth
and twenty first century asian diasporic and western settings collectively these readings suggest that the
confucius we thought we knew is not the kongzi of record and that this kongzi is a protean figure given to rapid
change and continual reevaluation contributors include henry rosemont jr nicolas zufferey robert eno thomas
wilson s�bastien billioud and vincent goossaert julia k murray mark csikszentmihalyi and tae hyun kim eric l hutton
luke habberstad he yuming and sam ho

The Analects (International Student Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)
2016-04-04

kashirina m n berkov iosif stalin vyacheslav polonsky clara malraux kornei chukovsky erwin sinko antonina
pirozhkova dmitry furmanov and others many of these materials appear in english for the first time criticism brings
together five major assessments of babel s legacy by viktor shklovsky semyon budyonny lionel trilling efraim sicher
and gregory freidin a chronology and a selected bibliography complete this norton critical edition book jacket
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Isaac Babel's Selected Writings (Norton Critical Editions) 2010

elizabeth ammons has produced a first rate norton critical edition with uncle tom s cabin mason i lowance jr
university of massachusetts amherst i will definitely use this edition again the critical materials at the end of the
book helped my students to have informed productive class discussions heidi oberholtzer lee university of notre
dame this norton critical edition includes the 1852 first book edition accompanied by elizabeth ammons s preface
note on the text and explanatory annotations twenty two illustrations a rich selection of historical documents
on slavery and abolitionism seventeen critical reviews spanning more than 160 years a chronology a brief time line
of slavery in america and an updated selected bibliography about the series read by more than 12 million students
over fifty five years norton critical editions set the standard for apparatus that is right for undergraduate
readers the three part format annotated text contexts and criticism helps students to better understand analyze
and appreciate the literature while opening a wide range of teaching possibilities for instructors whether in print or
in digital format norton critical editions provide all the resources students need

Uncle Tom's Cabin (Third Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2017-10-11

i have used the norton critical editions since graduate school as a teacher of high school literature i find them to
be excellent resources for the study of various novels plays etc brooke gifford vincent middle high school this
norton critical edition includes the annotated text of kate chopin s modernist novel of marital infidelity set in new
orleans and grande isle louisiana a preface a critical essay and explanatory annotations by margo culley essays
by acclaimed chopin biographers per seyersted and emily toth an etiquette advice book sampler with selections from
the conduct books of the period and contemporary perspectives on womanhood motherhood and marriage forty five
reviews and interpretive essays on the awakening spanning three centuries a chronology of chopin s life and work
and an updated selected bibliography about the series read by more than 12 million students over fifty five years
norton critical editions set the standard for apparatus that is right for undergraduate readers the three part
format annotated text contexts and criticism helps students to better understand analyze and appreciate the
literature while opening a wide range of teaching possibilities for instructors whether in print or in digital format
norton critical editions provide all the resources students need

The Awakening (Third International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2017-07-28

a masterly study of the inner workings of the disordered minds whose aim is destruction violence and the
overturning of law and order by means of bombs the london observer 1907 this norton critical edition includes the
first english book edition of the novel 1907 accompanied by explanatory footnotes four illustrations
contemporary sources that informed conrad s writing of the novel including newspaper accounts of the greenwich
bomb outrage articles from the anarchist press earlier fictional treatments of the martial bourdin case the
inspiration for adolph verloc and important texts related to anarchism and fin de siecle culture seven wide ranging
critical essays by ian watt terry eagleton martin ray hugh epstein gail fincham peter lancelot mallios and michael
newton a chronology and a selected bibliography

The Secret Agent (First International Student Edition) (Norton Critical
Editions) 2016-10-14

this norton critical edition includes the first folio text 1623 an introduction explanatory footnotes note on the
text and textual notes by edward pechter fifteen illustrations giraldi cinthio s sixteenth century story in its
entirety which shakespeare used for both the plot and many details of othello a generous selection of interpretive
responses to othello from its origins to the present day including new to the secondedition those by stanley
cavell and lois potter edward pechter s popular theatrical and critical overview of othello has been
significantly expanded an updated selected bibliography

Othello (Second Edition) (Norton Critical Editions) 2017

this revised norton critical edition restores the original full title to the 1771 epistolary and picaresque novel in
choosing supporting materials evan gottlieb emphasizes the growing recognition of smollett as both a major british
author and a central player in eighteenth century london s vibrant publishing world in his last and finest novel
tobias smollett uses multiple letter writers to create a very funny and nearly kaleidoscopic vision of life in mid
eighteenth century britain as his protagonists travel about the countryside on their quest to restore patriarch
matthew bramble s health they unwittingly succeed in uniting britain across boundaries of nation class religion and
gender the text of this norton critical edition is again based on the first edition of 1771 it is accompanied by
explanatory footnotes illustrations by thomas rowlandson for the 1793 edition and a map by charles scavey a
new backgrounds and contexts section includes selections from smollett s popular early poetry as well as
important later nonfiction writing on history and the novel and the anglo scottish union among others criticism is
divided into two sections and presents the most important reviews and scholarly assessments of the expedition of
humphry clinker early reviews and criticism collects four major reviews from 1771 along with sir walter scott s
1821 preface to the novel contemporary criticism focuses on recent scholarship with its emphasis on smollett s
connection and relevance to topics of critical interest including nationalism colonialism the history of the novel
gender studies and the histories of religion and medicine contributors include eric rothstein john zomchick robert
mayer charlotte sussman david weed evan gottlieb tara ghoshal wallace misty g anderson and annika mann a
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chronology of smollett s life and work and a selected bibliography are also included

The Expedition of Humphry Clinker (Second International Student Edition)
(Norton Critical Editions) 2016-04-04

this norton critical edition includes four stories two set on stormy seas two on calm seas all four based on the
same incident that speak to each other in interesting ways the stories in this norton critical edition maintain the
connection and sequencing that joseph conrad saw among them in his author s note to twixt land and sea conrad
writes of his two calm pieces the secret sharer and the shadow line and his two storm pieces the nigger of the
narcissus and typhoon this edition is based on the first english book edition for the stories and the first american
edition for the author s note for the shadow line typhoon and the secret sharer the stories are accompanied by
explanatory annotations a note on the texts including a list of textual emendations and a preface backgrounds
and contexts brings together relevant correspondence and contemporary reviews from both british and american
sources also included are documents related to conrad s sources for the stories among them charles arthur
sankey s ordeal of the cutty sark a true story of mutiny murder on the high seas to help readers navigate the
editor includes a glossary of nautical terms as well as diagrams of the kinds of ships that appear in the stories
criticism includes fifteen essays representing both new and established voices the essays are arranged by story with
the focus on conrad s major themes colonialism narrative gender and race albert j guerard lillian nayder mark d
larabee fredric jameson f r leavis and john g peters are among the contributors a chronology of conrad s life and
work and a selected bibliography are also included

The Secret Sharer and Other Stories (International Student Edition)
(Norton Critical Editions) 2016-04-04
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